1.Introduction
Ecosystem is a complex large system, the interaction between individuals within the system inhibit and interaction between the system and the outside world, making the internal dynamics of ecological system extremely complex. Biological evolution in complex ecosystems displays a strong nonlinearity [1] , and increasing complexity is an indication of biological evolution, which makes it easier for organisms to adapt to environmental changes.
Because of the redundancy and stability of ecological system, individuals acquire their own living ability and evolve to the advantage direction. This is why the ecological system can keep balance. The stability of the system is closely related with individuals' ecological niche. Based on such feature, ecological niche and fuzzy control are connected, and a new hybrid T-S fuzzy adaptive control way based on biological evolution is developed. The parameter's ecological niche equality index functions for T-S model is used as the consequent of fuzzy system. In condition of inmeasurable biological individuals' ecological factors, by references of [5, 7] , a controller is designed,obtaining adaptive law with consequent parameters which takes effective tracking effect to change error target function. Fuzzy T-S system of ecological niche reflects the degree of biological exploiting and usage, and develops to its favorable way. During this process, the system moves forward by mutual changes, coordinates with environment and the individuals withing the system are self-adaptive. This fuzzy adaptive control of niche reflects the biology of individual organisms in the new environment has a strong adaptability, with profound biological and practical significance, and also provides a reference value for the artificial cultivation of rare species. Therefore, fuzzy control background gets its biological meaning in this way.
Description of Linear T-S Fuzzy System
Consider the nth-order nonlinear system of the form[5]:
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Because ( ) f X and ( ) g X are unknown, T-S fuzzy systems are used to approximate them. The basic configuration of T-S system is expressed as :
Here, Let m be the number of systems with central average defuzzifier, product inference and singleton fuzzifier can be expressed:
The Hybrid Adaptive Control of T-S Fuzzy System Based on Niche For the ecological niche, a hybrid adaptive fuzzy control method with the function of continuous supervisory control is proposed in this paper. The Equality index of Niche contains parameters as the consequent of adaptive T-S fuzzy control system, with the design of the hybrid control law by tracking, continuous supervisory and adaptive compensation. The adaptive law of consequent parameters is achieved, embodying biological individual's ability of adaptability. The effectiveness of the approach is demonstrated by the simulation results. Keywords: Hybrid adaptive T-S fuzzy system Niche ,Equality index
where,
can be expressed similarly.
Niche T-S model parameter optimization method
Niche fuzzy T-S model based on parameter optimization of back-propagation algorithm known input and output data ( 1) ( )
x σ with the same way 
Design of Adaptive Law
From [5] [6] [7] [8] we consider the Lyapunov function, We get the adaptive law as 
Simulation
Form Combined fuzzy adaptive control of two-dimension predation system, we figure out two-dimension predation modle 
Then we select 7.7, 31, 31 
Conclusion
For the ecological niche, a hybrid adaptive fuzzy control method with the function of continuous supervisory control is proposed in this paper. Let the Equality index of Niche which contains parameters as the consequent of adaptive T-S fuzzy control system, then designs the hybrid control law by tracking, continuous supervisory and adaptive compensation. Using gradient descent to optimize the parameters, we get the adaptive law of consequent parameters, embodying biological individual's ability of adaptability. The performance of the developed approach is illustrated by simulation, on two-dimension predation system model. 
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